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                    AUTOMOTIVE WINDOW TINT

                    blocks out the most heat possible, while
 reflecting harmful UV rays to keep you safe.

                    EXPLORE MORE 
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                    HIGH GLOSS FINISH PAINT PROTECTION FILM 

                    provides protection from everyday damages
 including scuffs, scratches, chips and more

                    EXPLORE MORE 
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                   SATIN FINISH PAINT PROTECTION FILM 

                    self-healing STEALTH PPF will keep it looking
 effortlessly pristine. 
Or, protect your gloss
 paint with a whole new look!

                    EXPLORE MORE 
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                   HYDROPHOBIC CERAMIC COATING  

                    Its hydrophobic properties repel dirt
 and liquids,
 making surfaces easier to clean.

                    EXPLORE MORE 
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                   AUTO DETAILING SERVICES 

                    EXTERIOR & INTERIOR DETAILING

                    EXPLORE MORE 
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                   INTERIOR PROTECTION

                    UPHOLSTERY Ceramic Coating offers superior 
protection for your fabric seats, carpet,
 leather and vinyl 
surfaces. Stains will be a thing of the past.

                    EXPLORE MORE 
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                   GLASSPARENCY

                    an ultra-hydrophobic application for glass 
which helps to repel water, reduce glare and
 makes dirt, bugs,
 ice and snow easier to remove.

                    EXPLORE MORE 
                

                


            
  
          
        


        
            
                
                    
                        
                            ABOUT TINTING MOTORS
                            The leading window-tinting company
 in the Long Island area

                        

                    


                    
                        
                            At Tinting Motors on Long island, we understand that you take pride in your personal image as well as the quality of the job. That is why Tinting Motors has been able to earn the loyalty of thousands of automotive consumers in the most demanding market in the world, the metropolitan New York City region
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                                XPEL PRIME XR BLACK

                                Utilizing a nano-cerami construction c, PRIME XR maintains the same
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                                XPEL PRIME XR PLUS

                                Offering 98% infrared heat rejection thanks to multi-layer nano-particle technology
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                            AUTOMOTIVE 
WINDOW TINTING 

                           block out the most heat possible, while reflecting harmful UV rays to keep you safe. 
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                            HIGH GLOSS FINISH PAINT PROTECTION FILM

                             provides protection from everyday damages including scuffs, scratches, chips and more.
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                            HYDROPHOBIC 
CERAMIC COATING 

                            Its hydrophobic properties repel dirt and liquids, making surfaces easier to clean.
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                            SATIN FINISH PAINT PROTECTION FILM  

                            self-healing STEALTH ™ will keep it looking effortlessly pristine. Or, protect your gloss paint with a whole new look!
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                            tint chart 

                            A multitude of styles and shades
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                            Auto Detailing 

                             full Exterior and Interior detailing
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          WORKING HOURS:

          Mon - Sat: 9am–6pm

Sunday closed

        

        
      Certifications:
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          At Tinting Motors on Long island, we understand that you take pride in your personal image as well as the quality of the job. That is why Tinting Motors has been able to earn the loyalty of thousands of automotive consumers in the most demanding market in the world, the metropolitan New York City region

        

        
          Our Services

          	Window Tinting
	Chameleon Window Tinting
	Paint Protection Film
	Stealth Protection Film
	Fusion PLUS Ceramic Coating 


        

        
          OUR SERVICES

          	Tint Chart
	Auto Detailing
	Headlight And Tail Light
	GlassParency


          

        

        
      
          Contact us

        104 Allen BLVD 
Farmingdale NY 11735
 Tinting Motors & paint Protection Film  | Specializing In XPEL PRIME WINDOW TINTING I XPEL ULTIMATE PLUS Paint Protection Film & XPEL FUSION PLUS CERAMIC COAING. 


 516-502.4300
 support@tintingmotors.com



        
      
    

    

    
    
      
      
       ©  ALL Rights Reserved. Tinting Motors Protective Films INC.
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